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I. IN2H03)UC2I0£T 
It is well-knovm that the chromatin mterial of germ-
cells is subject to spontaneous alterations. These changes 
may involve large sections of the chroaiosoriies, or they inay be 
localized about a particular gene. '1?his latter type of change 
offers an avenue through which v^e, as biologists, :aay investi­
gate the nature and action of this fundamental unit of here­
dity. But these gone ciianges are subject to variations, both 
random and non-random in origin. The methodology by v/hich 
these variations are analysed consequently becomes of major 
importance to any interpretation to be attached to such data. 
After radiation experiments had shown that changes in 
the chromatin could be produced artificially and at a higher 
frequency than occurs naturally, a variety of irradiation 
experiments was undertaken. Different sources and dosages of 
radiant energy were used, and different types of gene changes 
were made the objects of the various experiments. All this 
research naturally led to a large body of data on the bio­
logical effects of irradiation as they pertain to heredity. 
All of these experiments likewise involve as an integral part 
of their interpretation the randora and non-random variation 
mentioned above and its proper analysis. 
The data collected in any pa,rticular piece of research 
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are rarely of importance just in themselves; it is when they 
are visualized as being a representative sample from a popu­
lation of similar data that we are ahle to draw useful con­
clusions. 3?he drawing of these conclusions rests heavily on 
statistical theory and technique. 
When a set of observations is thus regarded as con­
stituting a sample from a population of similar data, the 
sampling distribution of such numbers must be investigated. 
In the simpler types of populations, these distributions 
have been worl-ced out. One such population is that in which 
there are but two classes of members: those with a certain 
attribute and those without it. It will appear from our sub­
sequent discussion that rauch of the irradiation data may be 
supposed to be from such a population. 
If we have a^population of drosophila in which a certain 
fraction^ p, have mutated from the normal red eye-color to a 
Vermillion eye-color, we say that the probability of observing 
a mutant fly on one random observation of this whole population 
is p. If this proportion of mutants stays fixed during the 
period of our interest in the population, it is well-Mown 
that the probability of observing exactly r mutant flies out 
of a sample of size n is given by the binomial probability 
function, 
(1) 7-ifr- P'd-P)"-"'-
(K-r)trl 
This population is deterained by p. If we have an acceptable 
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method for estimating p, V7e then have a satisfactory means 
of telling what we would expect dtiring random sampling ftom 
this population. If this theoretical expectation agrees with 
actual observation in some measurable my, we feel that our 
hypothetical description of the population from which we were 
sampling was probably quite accurate. If e3q)ectation and 
observation fail to agree, doubt is cast upon the adeqxiacy of 
the hypothesis adopted. 
For some purposes, it is an advantage to approximate a 
discontinuous function like (1) by means of a continuous 
function. This facilitates the mathematical operations neces­
sary to build up the tests of significance. The normal dis­
tribution has been used to approximate the distribution of 
(1), but that approximation is not good if p Is lass than about 
.01. The probabilities associated with visible gene mutations 
are nearly always much less than .01. This laeans that the 
normal approximation is not a good one to use in the analysis 
of irradiation data. But in spite of this situation, the 
literature on gene mutations universally uses the normal 
approximation to test the variability observed in the data 
thus frequently leading to invalid conclusions. 
It is the major purpose of this study to show that a 
more satisfactory analysis of irradiation data can be made. 
It can be shown that chi-square testa, based on the exact 
binomial distribution, furnish the best available means for 
the statistical analysis of such data. 
II. HI3T0HICAL BAGKQimim 
iPiie history of the research on the theory of sasipiing 
from the Binomial diatribution and its Poisson approxiaetion 
is quite hriof. A large majority of the research on sampling 
has been concerned with samples taken from normal or near-
normal populations. 
A type of test that is especially designed for use oa 
enumeration data is the chi-square test. Its purpose is to 
measure the agreement "between the nuiahers actually observed 
and those nximbers which would be expected on the basis of 
certain hypotheses. 'i?hus this test appears partieularly 
suited to the nature of irradiation data. Shis statistical 
measure has one other advantage; the chi-square has a form 
particularly adapted to binomial distributions. We shall see 
that this form enables us to place definite bounds on the 
errors cormaitted by any necessary or convenient approxi­
mations. However, one big disadvantage has been thought to 
stand in the way of this use of chi-aquare. Since the exact 
distribution of chi-sq.uare is not practical with most data, 
this distribution has been approxiamted by means of a Type 
III Pearsonian curve. It was thought until quite recently 
that this approximation was poor when the data lead to small 
expected numbers. 
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After taking acoount of all discrepancies "between the 
exact and the approximate ohi-aquare diatrihutions except 
those introduced by using an integral in place of a sum-
po 
mation, Hoel has obtained a second order approxicaation to 
the ehi-sq.uare probability. On that basis he has judged that 
the error conimitted by using the first approxiEoation is 
negligible even when small expected numbers are used. 
Some empirical work has been done on the closeness of 
the agreement between the exact chi-square distribution and 
this first approximation. iPhis work was done by Neyman and 
35" 50 6 
Pearson, Sukhatme, and Oochran and has shoisn that even for 
expected numbers as low as 2, this agreement is surprisingly 
good within the range of interest in a test of si^ificance. 
As a result of this present study we can assert that 
the agreement between the exact and the approximate ehi-
sq.uare distribution continues to be good even when expec­
tations as low as 0.5 are used. 
These considerations make it appear that the chi-sq^lare 
test fits the purposes of irradiation research. Before 
going farther into the nature and us© of this test, we shall 
summrize that literature on irradiation which is pertinent 
to this study. Gut of this stimasry will come a number of 
hypotheses as to the nature and action of the gene. These 
hypotheses will later be tested against our data. 
Any one of three types of detectable changes may occur 
spontaneously at a given gene-locus: (1) an invisible lethal 
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nnztatioa. not involving a loss of a part of the ohroaioaome, 
(2) a true, visible gene imitation, or (3) a small deficiency 
inclading the gene. These same types of change may be pro­
duced artificially by laeans of ionizing irradiations. Both 
typos of mutations seem to be biologically alike — they 
differ only in the relative frequency of their appearance 
tinder the two cireninstances. In either ease, the frequency 
of mutation is snail, 
2?hese three classifications of gene changes have not 
always been kept distinct in the literature, especially the 
last two. In order to avoid unnecessarily cumbersome phra­
seology in the subsequent exposition, we shall use the term 
mutation to include all three of these types of gene changes 
unless we specify otherwise. 
The radiation research to date has given credence to 
a number of hypotheses concerning the biological effects of 
irradiation. Many, if not caost, of these hypotheses are 
highly controversial on the ground that proper statistical 
methods have not been utilised in testing the basic data on 
which they rest* The chi-square method herein developed 
will be illustrated by tests of these hypotheses. These 
points are as follows: 
(1) It is asserted that differential mutation rates exist 
for some gene-loci. The present body of evidence in­
dicates that, except for those loci where many nniltiple 
allels exist naturally, the greater share of the genes 
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may well have about the same imtatioa rate. 
(E) The literature containa some e-rideiice indicating that 
if proper adjustment can be Eiade for different percen­
tages of absorption of the rays, the frequency of the 
wave-length used does not alter the effectiveness of 
the rays in prodticing mutations; it is the effective 
dosage incident upon the germ-cells that counts. 
(3) The mutation is thought to be caused by the occarrence 
of one ionissation in the itamediate vicinity of the gene, 
•rhe evidence for this conclusion rests upon several 
types of experimentation all of which tend to show that 
the recovery of the gene after a so-called "hit" is not 
involved. I'his evidence is the following; (a) if the 
same dosage is adjniniatered both contimiously and at 
interrupted intervals, the same effects appear to be 
produced; {b) when irradiations characterised by 
different groupings of ionizations along the paths of 
the electrons have been used, no differential effect 
has been observed; and (c) for a given wave-length of 
irradiation, the rate of productioa of imitations is 
thought to be directly proportional to the number of 
ionisations produced per unit volume of the material 
2c~ rayed. 
(4) Since there seems to be no after-effect of irradiation, 
the imitation probably is produced directly by the energy 
absorbed in the ionization process rather than by sub­
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sequent physiological and cheraioal reactions. 
V/hen drosopbila are ii^cd as subjects, irradiation tends 
to sterilize them, and this effect increases with the 
strength of the dosage applied. 
The process of mutation is partially dependent upon the 
physical and chemical eriViror^Qent of the gene. iThis 
hypothesis finds support from ti?o sources: (a) differ­
ent stocks of drosophila appear to have different rates 
of mutation, and fb) in those experiments during which 
drosophila eggs were treated chemically, the mutation 
rates were apparently increased. 
It is believed, that spontaneous mutations are produced 
by the same types of forces as those which are created 
by artificial irradiation. As long as any appreciable 
amount of irradiation is applied to a biological 
mterial, some acceleration of the station rate is 
believed to restilt, This fits in nicely with quantum 
and probability theory. It is not inconceivable however 
that a threshold for ra,diant energy effects exists. 
But this is difficult to prove since tremendously large 
numbers of observations would be necessary in order to 
distinguish between two dosages that were nearly equal. 
V/hile this is a hi^ly speculative point, one author has 
suggested tiia.t the detectable mutations are far less 
numerous tiian the indetectable ones and have much less 
effect upon the course of evolution. It seems illogical 
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that their nature should 136 more than quantitatively 
different from tbat of tlie detsctatle mutations. We 
coulc. than conclude that studies of the otservable 
gene-mat at ions had a real bearing on eYolutior.. 
Regardless of the actual validity of the points dis­
cussed above, they can still be tised es the bases for 
hypotheses to be tested against actual irradiation data. 
filth this genetical and statistical •bGel^gro^^nd in mind, 
we are ready to fulfill these three purposes of this study; 
(l) to Justify the assertion that the chi-square test is not 
only the "best available statistical tool for the analysis 
of irradiation data, but is also of actual service in that 
capacity; (2) to present the new data obtained in the 
irradiation experiment carried on in connection with this 
study and to analyse and interpret that data; and (S) to 
examine certain selected sets of allied data. 
III. THB CHI-.3QUARE T^ST 
In order to clarif^^ the e^iplanation of the structure 
of this test, we shall use, in advance, a part of the data 
from our ovvn exj)Qriment, ^he following table should "be 
sufficiently self-explanatory for our purposes here. 
2?abl0 1, Sex-linked mutations observed 
under 7,250 r units of copper radiation. 
lumber 
of loci ¥isible Kate of 
locus exaained rilutations mutation 
so 1019 2 .00195 
80 1019 1 .000981 
CV 1019 0 0 
ct 1019 5 .00491 
V 1019 1 .000981 
f 1019 0 0 
1019 1 .000981 
Totals 7,133 10 .00140 
One of the questions of interest regarding these data 
is; hov? reasonable is it to suppose that these seven gene-
loci are equally iiratable? If they are equally matable, 
then our best estimate of that coramon rate of mutation is 
p » —. = ,00140 
7,133 
because that estimate uses all the information in the sample 
on that point. With this as the probability that a mutation 
would be o'DserTed at a particular locus on one raiidoni oToser-
vation of that gene, v;6 would expect, rn£i.thems.tically, 
.00140(1019} = 1,4 mutationa at each of the sGven looi. 
The deviations of our observations from this expected number 
can arise from one or both of tv/o sources; (l) the random 
variation inherent in biological material and (8) non-randoia 
variation due to aonie or all of the genes having fiindamon-
tally different rates of mutation. She ehi-square test is 
designed to tell us what the probability is that randoia 
variation has produced the differences found to exist betv/eon 
the observed nuriibers of mutations and the 1,4 expected 
mathemat ically. 
'fhe chi-SQuare tliat is appropriate vmen we have a 
binomial distribution is given by 
fE) 2:^ « - x)^  
" > 5 ( 1 .  I )  
<•= (  
where 
xi = the mimber of obaerved mutations in the ith 
class, 
H = the rnimber of classes observed (=7 in table 1), 
n = the number of observations on each class 
(-1019 in table 1), 
and X = (=1.4 in table 1). 
If the expected value ^  is large, it is known that the 
distribution of (2) is closely approximated by the Pearson 
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Type III curve whose probability integral is tabulated for 
convenient inteirals of chi-aquara in the usual tables. 
One surely wouldn't regard 1.4 as a large number; so we need 
to investigate the accuracy of this approxisaation for such a 
smll expected value. Our investigation of this neitter will 
consist of three parts: (1) we shall obtain the exact fre­
quency distribution of chi-square for samples like that in 
table 1; (2) from this distribution we shall determine the 
exact probability of obtaining a chi-square at least as 
large as that calculated from table 1; and (3) this 
probability will be compared with that derived frosa the 
continuous approxiniation to the distribution of the quantity 
defined by equation (2), 
To do (1) we must entiaorate every possible set of data 
obtainable with seven classifications and a total of ten 
observed mutations, find the probability of observing each 
of these sets as a random sainple, find the ehi-sqaare fox* 
each set from equation (S), end then order these aets 
according to the sise of the ehi-square t]ie set produced. 
In order to do these things v^e must first present some 
probability theory. 
Let the probability of an event, E, occurring on a single 
observation of our hypothetical population be £. It is Icnovvn 
that the probability of observing exactly si occurrences of B 
in a sample of n observations is given by 
-Id­
'S) S4T . p)n-3^1 
{u - xi)! xiI 
If the same prohahility, £, holds for each of S independent 
classes of observations, the probability of observing S to 
occur XI times in class 1, X2 times in class 2, - - - - -
times in class N, in that order, is the product of 
probabilities like (3) with i_ taking the successive values 
1 to N. 'This product is 
f4) inl)^ 
, jiTnm-T 
JT (n-xi) I 7T^(xi!) 
after using the fact ^  xi = Our estimate of p 
<-i 
(p«»00140) depended on but 10 observed mutations and would 
in our more general case depend on JT observed occurrences of 
S; so we confine our attention to those sets of data with 
this same ^  as the ^  x^, This decision forces us to divide 
(4) by the probability of obtaining the sum, T, from n 
observations on each of 1 classes. This is done to keep the 
sum of the probabilities associated with all the sets we are 
considering eq^ual to unity. This probability by which we 
must divide (4) is 
(5) (Hn)I i-T 
(Nn - 5/1 Tl 
from the binomial probability function. Dividing (4) by (5) 
we find that 
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(nl)^(Hn - T)1 Tl 
{ITn) Ijr (n - Xj^) ) 
is the exaot probability of our having obtained the set 
si, Xg, - — Zjj in one particular order. Xhese will not 
necessarily be different. Suppose each Xj^ appears times 
and that there are m different x'a. There are, from well-
Ifl 
Imov.-n permutation theory. U.j l \ ways of ordering M 
i-l 
numbers which are alike in groups of aj_; henca we find that 
& j. 
the probability of obtaining the observed set ) is given 
by 
p/, ni inD^i^n ^  T) I 
(Ifn).'-^ nn - Xj^ )! aj_i 
i=l 
This formula is not very easy to use; so it would be 
desirable to simplify it by an approximation if that did 
not introduce too great an error. It turns out that this 
can be accomplished here quite easily. We have from (7) 
1 El '21 
logos'- = logg + H Xog,ii! 
i=l 
-+- log , (Nn - T) I - log.. {Nn) I 
m -J 
-y^ fai logjn ' xi)If . 
i=l 
By Stirling's formula, logg ml = (m-t-i) loge m - m4-lo^"]/5?if. 
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Using this approximation we find that 
loge = 106^ ^ H[log^n + i Xo^n 
i-1 
- n 4- logg (Iin - i' + ^)lo^Nn - I'j 
m 
+ 0? - {Nn+^)lo^Hn -^2. ^ip^^ - Xj^+•|-)log(n-Xi) 
i=l 
- n+Xi+ logg ~l/ ZTtJ , which reduces to 
lo^P^ = ^ og ^  
-jA 
i=l 
upon using the series 
log (1 - A) = «A A® 
S3 
and disregarding all terms with n in the denominators. Shen 
(8) P = 
HT* (xiD^iai 
i=l 
ui a?i 
is an approximation to which is surely valid for large 
enough values of n. (Except for a small typographical error 
or an unannounced change of notation, this result agrees 
with Cochran's findings^) 
In arriving at equation (8), several approximations were 
used in an additive manner; so it has been thought best to 
get at the error coimnitted in using P for ^  through the 
ratxo, It should be possible to set limits on the 
s 
maxinram percent error committed since this ratio would equal 
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unity if ? were actually equal to 
From (7) and (8) we obtain 
- T) I . 
^ ' (tin) I TT 1^(11 - ^ ±)Q 
Two approximations v^ill be used to reduce the right-hand 
member of this equation: 
nl = n^  "^ 'f z fr , and - £,^ * 
The first of these approximations involTea a fractional 
1 
under-evaluation involving a factor less thang'Xgn. It ia 
easy to check the fact that for n = 10, IGO, and 1000 the 
Hiaxinium errors of approximation are 0.84'^ , 0.08;^ , and O.Ol^ S 
respectively. 
The second of those approxiniations involves an error 
il4^ . -) - } • 
3n^  24n^   ^2n 2n 4n 4n^  
In the type of experiment which is of interest here, r is 
small and n is large. 2'or r = 5 and n » 50, the error ia 
-0.9197, which is 0.55;^  of jjl"'"^ )®^  For £ » 10 and 
n « 100, the error committed by our second approximation is 
but 0.015^  of A few such examples clearly 
indicate that the percentage over-evaluation here is even 
less than that involved in the use of Stirling's formula. 
pi 
Proceeding with the approximation to the ratio, 
P 
we find that 
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T 
£i = C 2iin " £to . 
^ f 
e 8n n ' 
Eence 
(9) log |i = (1 - I) - ZaiXij. 
If were really equal to P, this logarithm would e<iual 
zero. 'Then for a maximuai error of one percent 
0 . 9 9 ^ 1 . 0 1  a n d  | l o g i | ^  0 . 0 0 9 9 6 .  
With this fact, we obtain from {9) an inequality on n that 
gives the minimum n that can he used and still not commit 
a maximum error greater than one percent by using P instead 
of P^. Similar inequalities can be obtained for any desired 
limits on the error. Thesse inequalities for maximum errors 
of ISa, and 5^, respectively, are: 
(a) n > 100 £^(1 - lO - l^f £ aixfj , 
(10) (b) n. > 50,5[ same. J , and 
(c) n ^  Z0m5[_ same. J . 
A few specific cases will illustrate these inequalities. 
In table 1: » 0, xg « 1, xg » 8, 34 « 5, ax » 2, ag » 3, 
a^s 1, and a^a 1, We have already nofced that H « 7 and 
and T » 10; so from (10a) we find that n must be at least 
1858 to make certain that the error arising from using 
P Instead of v;ill not ej.ceed 1)^. S"rom (lOb) we learn 
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that the sample size must bo not less than 939 if a maximum 
error of 2^3 is to be assured, fhus our use of ^  on table 1 
would involTe a possible error of almost 2>a» 
An extreme case in the field of irradiation experimen­
tation would be this; xx = 10, xg = 6, xg « 0, a^  « 1, 
ag =1, ag = 3. Under those conditions we would need to have 
n = 7400, 3740, and 1520 to insure against errors as great as 
•| 
Ip, 2/^, or 5% resulting from the use of P instead of P . 
1?he set of observations xi - 5, xg = 3, 3® = 2, X4 = 0, 
a 1, ag - 1, ag a 2, & a^ = 4 more nearly simulates 
e3£perimental data. The necessary sizes of samples for maxi-
mum errors of 1^, 2% & 5>o are 1030, 520, and 210 respectively. 
fhe mutation rates with which we deal in irradiation 
investigations have an outside range of .0001 to .05 under 
the range of dosages used. It is clear then that the Xj[ 
will only be large if the n is extremely large; so we may 
safely use P instead of ^  witht our type of data. It is 
also apparent that as far as our tests of significance will 
be affected, we need not worry about unequal numbers of 
observations in the various classifications, since n is 
being supposed infinite. However, common sense consider­
ations demand that the numbers of observations at the 
different classifications be of the same order and as nearly 
alike as possible. 
One further approximation will be used. She formula (2) 
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for chi-square has a term, in it. In our example, 
X = 1.4 and n « 1019; so ^  = ,0014, a negligihla value in 
our teat. If we use X^=^l5i.,-r_3i£ on table 1, we obtain 
X * 
12.657 as compared to the 12.674 that v^e would get if we 
used the exact binomial form from equation {2). I'he 
difference is but 0.13% of the exact value. Even if n 
were as small as 600 the error committed would still be 
but O.S'p, For these reasons we shall simplify our cal-
ctilations by using the Poisson form, 
(11) 5, — \2 
X 
Formulas (2) and (11) have been used in the construction 
of table 2. We have indicated in this table a systematic 
method for completely enumerating the possible samples that 
could be drawn with H • 7 and T » 10. {Where blanks are 
indicated by dashes, the values of chi-square and P were 
entirely out of our range of interest.) 
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lable E. All the possible samples of 7 nxunbers whose sum 
i3 10 together with their exact probabilitios and chi-aquare 
Basic sampling 
combinations Symbol P X 
se eo cv ot V f car 
10 (O^.IQI) » _  
9 1 {0^ .1^ .91) 
8 2 {O5,2^»83-) 
8 1 1 (o^ .i^ .si) 
7 S {0^ ,3^ ,7^ ) 
7 2 1 (0^ ,1^ ,21,71) .0003 28.371 
7 1 1 ! (O^ .lS,?!) .0004 26.943 
6 4 {05.4l,6l) — — ^  
6 3 1 (o'^ .ii.si.si) .0006 22,657 
6 2 B (0^ ,22,61) .0009 21.229 
6 8 1 1 (0^ .12,2l,6l) .0037 19.800 
6 1 1 1 1 {02,l4,6l) .0019 18.372 
5 5 (05.52) — — .  
5 4 1 (0^ ,ll.4l,5l) .0009 19.800 
5 3 2 (0^ .2l,3l,6l) .0019 16.943 
5 3 1 1 (G3,l2.3l^5l) .0075 15.514 
5 2 2 1 (03.11,22.5I) .0112 14.086 
5 2 1 1 1 {02.l3^2l.6l) .0225 12.657 
5 1 1 1 1 1 (Ol.l5.5l) .0045 11.229 
4 4 2 (0^ .21,42) .0012 15.514 
4 4 1 1 (03.1^ ,42) .0047 14.086 
4 3 3 (0^ .32.4!) .0016 14.086 
4 3 2 1 (03.ll.2l,3l,4l) .0375 11.229 
4 3 1 1 1 (02.l3.3l,4l) .0375 9.800 
4 2 2 2 (03,23.41) .0094 9.800 
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Table 2 (continued). 
so 
Basic aanrpling 
ooratiiuationa 
ec cv ct V f car 
Symbol 
fxiM) 
P X2 
4 2 2 1 1 (02,l2,82,4l) .0843 8.371 
4 £ 1 1 1 1 (0^ ,14,21,42.) .0562 6.943 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 (l6,4l) .0037 3.514 
3 3 3 1 (o^.i-J-.s^) .0083 9.800 
3 3 2 2 (02,22^32) .0187 8.371 
3 3 2 1 1 (02,l2.gl,32) .1124 6.943 
3 3 1 1 1 1 {01,I4,32) .0375 3.514 
3 2 2 2 1 (02,11,23,3^) .1124 3.514 
3 2 2 1 1 1 (01,1^,22,31) .2248 4.086 
3 2 1 1 1 1 1 (l5,2l,3l) .0450 2.657 
2 2 2 2 2 (02,E5) .0084 4.086 
2 2 2 2 1 1 (O1,12,24) .0843 2.657 
2 2 2 1 1 1 1 (1^ ,23) .0562 1.229 
i'otai ss 1.0004 
~24:— 
When the chi-sq-oares in table 2 are ordered as to size, 
we have tho emot distribution of ohi-aquare for samples of 
the kind we are considering. We can now determine the 
parobability of obtaining from our hypothetical population a 
sampling ohl-square of any specified size, or larger, ^or 
example, what is the probability of obtaining a chi-square 
at least as large as 9.800? Prom table 2 we see that, not 
counting the blanks, nineteen of the chi-squares are greater 
than or equal to 9,800. IChe simi of their probabilities of 
occurrence is found to be 0.16 to two decimals. 'Jhen, 
we would expect to obtain a chi~square at least as large as 
9.800 about 1 time in 6 among random samples from this 
population. This would, not be an unusual oocurrence , so 
we conclude that the chi-square, 9.800^18 not significant. 
Phis same process of calculation has been performed for 
every chi-square in table 2 and the results are reported in 
table 3, 
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Table 3. The exact chi-square distrib-ation for 
K=7, f=10 and the eorresponding exact probabilities. 
o Szaet 
Sam"ple P X"' Probability 
1^,2®) .0562 1.229 1.00 
0^ ,1^ ,2^ ) .0843 2.667 .94 
I5,E\31) .0450 2.657 .94 
0^ ,1^ ,2^ ,3^ ) .1124 3.514 .81 
oi,i^ ,s2) ,0375 3.514 .81 
1^ ,4^ ) .0037 3.514 ,81 
0l,l2.22,31) .2248 4.086 .66 
0^ ,2^ ) .0084 4.086 .66 
0^ ,12,21,32) .1124 6.943 .43 
0l,l4,2^ .41) .0562 6.943 .43 
G2,I2,E2,41) .0843 8.371 .25 
0^ ,2^ .32) .0187 8.371 .25 
0®,1^,33) .0083 9.800 .16 
0^ ,2^ ,4^ ) .0094 9.800 .16 
0^ ,1^ ,3^ ,4^ ) .0375 9.800 .16 
02,1^ ,2^ ,3^ 4^ ) .0375 11.229 .10 
0^ ,1^ ,5^ ) .0045 11.229 .10 
02,1^ ,2^ ,51} .0225 12.657 ,059 
0^ ,3^ ,4^ ) .0016 14.086 .036 
0®,1^ .4^ ) .0047 14.086 .036 
0S,l\22,5l) .0118 14.086 .036 
0^ .2^ ,42) .0012 15.514 .019 
0^ ,1^ ,3^ 5^ ) .0075 15.514 .019 
0^.2\sl,5^) .0019 16,943 .010 
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lable 3 (oontirraed} • 
Ci 
Exact 
Sample 
(xiai) 
P Probability 
(0^,1^.6^) .0019 18.378 .0084 
(0^,1^,4^,5^) .0009 19.800 .0065 
.0037 19.800 r0066~? V 
(0^,2^,5^) .0009 21.229 .0019 
(0^,1^.3^,6^) .0006 22.557 .0010 
(os.is^vi) 
.0004 25.943 .0004 
.0003 28.371 
. c o o .J 
Ct r~ It*''- 1 LA-T 
lx vq-SL- o y /ts •ivv.c 
We see from this table that the probability of 
obaerving a chi-square at least as large as the 12.657 for 
table 1 is ,059. A chi-s(itiare of IE.657 would then be 
expected to appear about 6 times in one hundred during random 
sampling from our hypothetical population. 
This detailed working out of the exact chi-square 
probability for table 1 has shown what is meant by that 
terminology, ^he tabular chi-square probabilities are a 
familiar part of almost any statistical table. It is obvious 
that it is far more simple to use the tables than to go 
through the calculations leading to table 5, 
numerous comparisons have been made in this study 
between the tabular and the exact chi-square probabilities 
for samples simulating actual sampling data. 'These compari­
sons have brought out the point that the conclusions from a 
test of significance would very seldom be seriously changed 
-27-, 
by using one probability instead of the other. This close 
agreement persists reajarkably ifell throughout the range of 
expected values from 0,5 to 1.5. In certain parts of the 
range, ,001^ ^.100, Hoel'a aecond approximation improves 
the agreement, 
These comparisons were made on three types of samples 
that find application in irradiation research: (1) those 
like table 1; (2) those in which different probabilities of 
occurrence are assumed for at leaat aoiae of the classes; and 
(S) those which naturally fit into contingency tables. 
iW 
Since Fisher has suggested that when chi-sq.uare and the 
likelihood fonction disagree, the latter should be used, we 
have included comparisons of the exact chi-square and the 
exact likelihood probabilities for a number of sampling sets 
of observations. 
The likelihood function, L, is defined by 
L - ^{xilog||) 
where xi « number observed in class i {as before), 
and TQi s the expected number for class i. 
With this definition, the esact probabilities for the sam­
pling L'a are obtained in a manner precisely analogous to 
that described for chi-aquare. 
In addition to the notation, » exact chi-square 
probability, introduced in table 3, the following symbols 
have been employed; 
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Px2 « tabular ehi-aquare probability, 
- probability obtained by applying Hoel'a socond 
approximation, and 
Pj, = exact likelihood probability. 
In the following exaniples the range of particular interest, 
.001^ P^2^ .100, has been indicated by dotted lines. The 
results from Hoel's method have been given only in this 
critical range. 
«29^  
1. ; E s 16, T « 8; all mi » 0.5. 
Set.{xiai) X2 
(Exact) (Jab.) 
pl^ 
(Hoel's) 
(Likeli­
hood) 
L 
(E:mct) 
8 1.00 .92 5.544 1.00 
12 .88 .68 6.930 .88 
03-0,1^,22 16 .50 .39 5.316 .50 
0l0.lS,3l 20 .22 .17 8.840 .22 
0^1.l^.2^ 20 ,22 .17 9.702 .15 
0ll,l3,2l.3l 24 .095 .065 .050 10.226 .095 
0^ ,2^  24 .095 .065 .050 11.088 .027 
O^^^ll^gE gl 28 .086 .022 .022 11.612 .017 
oil. 1^ ,41 32 .017 .003 .01 11.089 .026 
ol^ .i^ .gS 32 .017 .003 .01 12,136 .0088 
Gl2.i2,2l^4l 36 .006 .001 12.475 .0060 
01^ ,21.32 36 .006 .001 13.522 .0017 
olS^gE^^l 40 .0013 .0004 13.861 .0007 
01^ ,11,31,41 44. .0011 .0001 14.385 .0005 
0l^ ,l2,5l 48 .0009 .00001 13.591 .0013 
0I2,11,21,51 52 .0003 14.977 .0003 
014^ 42 56 .0002 16.634 .0008 
01^ ,31,5! 60 .0002 16.887 .0001 
-go-
Example 2. H - 8, T - 7; all mi « 0.875. 
Set, 
(Sxact) 
Px2 
(a?al3.) 
x^2 
(Hoel's) 
(Likeli­
hood) 
L 
0 
(Bxact) 
oi.i^  1.000 1.00 .99 0.938 1.00 
02,l6,2l 3.286 .98 .85 2.324 .98 
0^ ,1^ ,22 5.671 .78 .69 3.710 .78 
03/i4^ Sl 7.867 .44 .35 4.B34 .44 
7.867 .44 .35 5.096 .33 
0^ ,1^ ,2^ ,5^  10.143 .26 .17 5.820 .25 
0^ ,22,33. 10.875 .078 .11 .086 7.006 .053 
0'^ ,1®,4^  12.876 .061 .076 .056 6.483 .081 
0^ ,1^ .3^  12.875 .061 .075 .056 7.530 .034 
G5,l\2l.4l 17.000 .022 .023 .018 7.869 .022 
0®,3^ ,4^  21.571 .0051 .003 .004 9.779 .0051 
0^,1^,5^ 23.857 .0042 .0012 .0023 8.986 .0022 
0®.2^,5^ 26.143 .0008 .0005 .0014 10.571 .0008 
06,ll,6l 35.286 .0002 .0005 11.689 .0002 
0^ .7^  .00001 .0001 14.569 .0001 
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Bxample 0 • I s: t - 7; all mi ® 1. 
Set 
{Exact) {Tab.) (Hoel»s) 
42 
(Iiikeli-
ixood) 
L 
(Exact) 
1^ 0 1.00 1.00 0 1.00 
0\l®,2^ £ .99 .92 1.386 .99 
02,I1,22 4 .86 .68 2.772 .86 
0^ .1^ ,23 6 .54 .42 4.158 .44 
02,l4^ Sl 6 •54 •42 3.297 .54 
o^.iS^gi^si 8 •33 .24 4.682 .33 
0^ ,22,33. 10 .12 .12 6.068 .062 
0^ ,^ i\z^ 12 .089 .062 .042 6.592 .049 
03.lS.4l 12 .089 .062 .042 5.545 .12 
O'^ . 1^ ,21,41 14 ,036 .030 .012 6.931 .036 
0^ ,3^ .41 18 .0087 .0062 .0051 8.841 .0033 
O^ .l^ .s^  20 .0069 .0028 .0031 8.047 .0087 
0^ .2^ ,5^  22 .0015 .0012 .0019 9.433 .0015 
05.11,6^  30 .0004 .00004 10^ 751 .0004 
06^71 42 .00004 13.621 .00004 
-SE-. 
Example 4. H - 8. 'il s 12; all mi « 1,5. 
(Likeli-
(Exact) (i'a'b.) (HogI's) hood) (iisact) 
Set (Xi®-!) X2 L 
1.333 1.00 .98 0.678 1.00 
1^ .22,31 2.667 .97 .91 1.202 .97 
01,I2.25 2.667 .97 .91 2.064 .92 
1^ ,3^  4.000 .88 .78 1.726 .92 
0l.lS.2S,3l 4.000 CO
 
.78 2.588 .87 
0^ ,2^  4.000 .88 .78 3.450 .63 
1^ 21,# 5.333 .71 .62 2.065 .88 
02,l2-,2^ ,3l 5.333 .71 .62 S.974 .56 
5.333 .71 .62 3.112 .71 
01,1'^ ,E2,43- 6.667 .66 .46 3.451 .52 
02,12,2^,32 6.667 .56 .46 4.498 .49 
oi.is ,31,41 7.000 .38 .43 3.975 .50 
02,l2^a3^4l 8.000 .36 .33 4.837 .35 
0^ ,2^ ,32 8.000 .36 .33 5.884 .19 
02,12,33 8.000 .36 .33 5.022 .29 
02.l3,21,31,41 9.333 ,27 .23 5.361 .27 
03,11,21,33 9.333 .27 .23 6.408 .14 
03.2^.41 9.333 .27 .23 6.223 .15 
l7.5l 10.333 .17 .18 3.181 .63 
01.16,21.51 10.667 .17 .16 4.567 .36 
03.11,22,31,41 10.667 .17 .16 6.747 .12 
02.1^,42 12.000 .12 .10 6.224 .15 
02,l3,22,51 12.000 .12 .10 5.953 .18 
oS,12,32,41 12.000 .12 .10 7.271 .078 
O4.34 12.000 .12 .10 8.318 .025 
Bxampie 4, . (continued). 
Set 
(Bxaot) { 'lab,) (Hoei*8) 
oil 
(Likeli­
hood } 
L 
(Essact) 
13.333 .072 .065 .054 6,477 .13 
03,1^ ,2^ ,42 13.333 .072 .065 .054 7.610 .052 
03.11,23,51 13.333 .072 .065 .054 7.339 .060 
0^ ,21,32.41 13.333 .072 .065 .054 8.557 .025 
0^ ,12,31,31,5^  14.667 .042 .041 .034 7.763 .042 
0^ ,22,42 14.667 .042 .041 .034 8.996 .015 
0^ ,1.1,31,42 16.000 .025 .025 .021 9.580 .0074 
0^ ,22,sl.5l 16.000 .0E6 .085 .021 9.249 .012 
03-,I6.63- 16.000 .0Ji5 .0^ 5 .021 5.865 .18 
02.14:, 2l,6l 17.333 .019 .016 .014 7.271 .078 
0®.l».4l.5l 17,333 .019 .016 .014 8.726 .018 
0-^ .11,32,51 17.333 .019 .016 .014 9.773 .0057 
oS,12,22^el 18.667 .0093 .010 .0091 8.657 .022 
0^ ,1^ ,21,41,53- 18.667 .0093 .010 .0091 10.112 .0032 
0^ ,1^ ,3^ ,6^  EO.OOO .0032 .0056 .0055 9.181 .013 
0^ .11,21,31,6l E1.333 .0014 .0034 .0034 10.667 .0012 
02,l5,7l 24.000 .0001 .0012 .0012 6.755 .0148 
Wiien tlie pi are uneqml, the results obtained seem to be 
essentially the same. For that reason we have given but one 
example in this class. IThe probability ftinction used now is 
the usual multinomial one, 
p - _ii—-pfi... 
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The following example ahowa the same comparisons as given in 
the previous examples. 
Example 5 . 11=4, PI =.1, P2 ®.2, P3« ,3, & A. 
{Likeli­
Set (Exact) (iTab.) (Hoel'a) hood) (Exact) 
P ^  
x« 
L 
Ills 0.667 1.00 .88 0.289 1.00 
012S 0.667 1.00 .88 0.578 .94 
0113 0.667 1.00 .88 0.813 .81 
1121 1.167 .70 .76 0.578 .94 
0218 1.667 .74 .64 0.962 .74 
1022 1.667 .74 .64 1.271 .65 
1211 2.167 .64 .64 0.982 .74 
lOlS 2.167 .64 .54 1.506 .52 
0G2S 2.167 .64 .64 1.795 .47 
1103 2.500 .51 .48 1.910 ,41 
0131 2.500 .51 .48 1.391 .56 
0221 2.667 .44 .45 1.271 .65 
1202 3.000 .40 .41 2.079 *38 
003E 3.000 .40 .41 2.084 .36 
1031 3.600 .34 .32 2.084 .35 
0203 3.500 .34 .32 2.603 .23 
0014 3.667 .29 .30 2.369 .27 
1220 3.667 .29 .30 2.667 .80 
0104 4.000 .24 .26 2.773 .17 
1130 4.000 .24 .26 2.777 «lo 
2018 4.167 .20 .25 2.368 ,28 
1004 5.000 .19 .18 3.466 .OSS 
0230 5.000 .19 .18 3.470 .075 
2111 5.167 .17 .17 1.675 .482 
0311 5.167 .17 .17 2.199 .300 
2102 6.000 .13 .12 2.772 .18 
0302 6.000 .13 .12 3.296 .12 
2021 6.157 .11 .11 2.657 .20 
,mi 6.167 .11 .11 3.236 .13 
1301 6.500 .082 .091 .064 3.296 .12 
2120 6.667 .076 .086 .065 3.350 .099 
1310 6.667 .076 .086 .065 3.585 .066 
0320 6.6S7 .075 .086 .066 3.874 .058 
0140 6.667 .076 .086 .066 3.925 .051 
2201 7.60C' .050 .062 .052 3.465 .094 
2003 7.600 .050 .069 .052 3.989 .043 
0006 7.500 .060 .069 .052 4.682 .034 
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Bsstmple 5. feontimied). 
(Likeli-
Set 
22 
f Baae t) (I'ab.) (Hoei's) hood) fExact) 
P ^  pll L 
ESIO 7.667 .029 .065 .038 3.754 .062 
1040 7.667 .029 .055 .038 4.622 •024 
8030 9.000 .021 .089 .020 4.856 .015 
0401 11.500 .019 .0095 .010 4.862 .018 
0410 11.667 .015 .0087 .0096 5.141 -•Oil 
0050 11.667 .015 .0087 .0096 6.027 .0066 
2300 IE.000 •Oil .0074 .0089 6.068 .0041 
1400 13,000 .0098 ,0046 .007E 6.238 .0033 
son 14.167 .0090 .0027 .0087 4.278 ,037 
3101 14.500 .0066 ,0023 .0057 4.682 .020 
SllO 14.667 .0050 .0022 ,0054 4.971 ,013 
3002 L5.000 .0038 .0018 .0050 5.375 .0090 
3020 15.667 .0022 .0013 .0040 5.953 .0074 
3200 17.000 .0012 ,0007 .0032 5.761 .0025 
0500 so.000 ,0009 .0002 .0016 8.047 .0019 
4001 27.500 .0006 7.624 .0021 
2hQ following conclnsicns may "be drawn from these two 
classes of exan^les; 
fl) Within the range. •001^^.100, the agreemsnt between 
the exact and the tabular ehi-square probabilities iss so 
close that only rarely would the coaelusions frora a ts-^t 
of aignifioancQ be altered by using either one instead 
of the other. 
(2) in a majority of the cases studied, the tabular 
probabilities tend to anderestimate the exact proba­
bilities; that is, they tend to make chi-sguare seem 
more significant than it really is. Since small values 
of may differ from the corresponding by large 
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percentages of and still lead to the same general 
conolusion, it is impossible to get a useful estimate 
of the degree of under-estimation to be expected. 
(3) Hoel's approximation is seldom an improvement 
over the tabular probability unless •05. This 
is usually the region of most interest, but it is 
questionable if a teat of significance is ever precise 
enou^ to justify the extra labor involved in this 
second approximation, 
(4) In not over ten percent of the samples within our 
range of interest would the difference between and 
and Pj, possibly change the conclusions drawn from, a 
test of significance, 
The situation as regards contingency tables is about the 
ig{ 
same as for the above types of sampling, Yates has con­
sidered the 2x2 contingency table quite eachauatively. He 
has shown that by meai^ of a correction for continuity one 
can safely use the tabulated chi-square probabilities even 
when ntuabers as low as 2 are expected in some of the cells. 
He has expressed the opinion that a similar closeness of 
agreement exists for higher order tables without any 
correction on chi-square. 
One can obtain the exact chi-square probability for 
san^ling data arranged in a contingency table in a manner 
closely analogous to that previously given. We would need 
to know how to calculate the probability of observing any 
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given oontingency table as a random sample. 
It is customary to compa.r0 a given contingency table 
only with all those similar tables with the same border 
totals. This is done for two reasons: (1) to do so does 
not appear to bias our answer to the question being asked; 
namely, hov; v/©ll do these observed sampling numbers fit the 
hypothesis that the row and column classifications are 
independent and each subject to its own fixed probability of 
the occurrence of an event S? (2) One can readily handle 
such a situation u^thematically. 
With this understanding as to fixed border totals, it 
is well-known that the probability associated with the set 
of sampling observations: 
Column 
Row (A) {B) (Z) Totals 
(1) 
^11 ni2 nir 
(2) 
^z1 U2E n2r 
(s) 
•Uotals 
Ogl llgE ~ — ngy Ug, 
N.i luz H.r I 
is (18) ... .p = TRe u i  X N..I;) 
-Tf(niy,r 
Using (12) the same way that we used (8) before, we have 
obtained the table below. Since no new points of interest 
appeared with regard to either the likelihood function or 
Hoel's appTOximation, these comparisons have not been made 
-sa­
in, e3£as5)le 6. In this example we have used the table 
5 9 1 1 
Totals 
16 
1 3 1 1 o 
Totals 6 12 2 2 22 
5—9-l„l 
as the original sample. This sample is denoted by 
for brevity. 
Sxample 6» Comparison of exact and tabular 
probabilities for a 2x4 oontingency table, 
„ (Exact) (I'ab.) ^ fSxaet) (Tab.) 
Set X2 pig Set x2 p^2 Pjs 
6-9-1-1 3-9-£-2 
1-3-1-1 1.085 1.00 . 78 3-ii-.0-0 3.401 .41 .34 
2-3-1-0 1.390 .93 .71 1-5-0-0 3.401 .41 .34 
4-9-2^ 1 3-10-1-2 
2-3-0-1 1.390 .93 .71 3-2-1-0 3.5E2 .29 .32 
5-8-l^ S 3-10-8-1 
1-4-1-0 1.818 .75 .61 3-2-0-1 3.522 .29 .32 
5-8-2-1 3-11-1-1 
1-4-0-1 1.818 .75 .61 3-1-1-1 4.494 .22 .22 
2-4-0-0 2.123 .59 .56 0-5-1-0 4.800 .21 .19 
4-10-1-1 6-7-E-l 
2-2-1-1 2.574 .49 .47 0-5-0-1 4.800 .21 .19 
6-8-1-1 5-9-0-2 
0-4-1-1 3.216 .44 .37 1-3-2-0 5.848 .17 .13 
5-9-2-0 2-11-2-1 
1-3-0-2 5.848 .17 .13 4-1-0-1 8.20^  .021 .043 
5-10-0-1 3-11-0-2 
1-2-2-1 5.969 .13 .12 3-1-2-0 9.256 .011 »0S6 
5-10-1-0 3-11-2-0 
1-E-1-2 5.969 ,13 .12 3-1-0-2 9.256 .011 .026 
6-10-0-0 2-12-1-1 
0-2-2-2 6,110 .11 .11 4-0-1-1 10.035 ,0049 ,019 
4-10-0-2 3-12-0-1 
2-2-2-0 6.274 ,11 .10 3-0-2-1 11.082 .0041 .018 
4-10-2-0 3-12-1-0 
2-2-0-2 6.274 .11 ,10 3-0-1-2 11.082 .0041 .018 
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Sxample 6. (continued). 
X2 
(Exact) (I'ab.) f Sxact) (Tab.) 
Set Pig Set 
2-10-2-2 5-11-0-0 
4-2-0-0 7.237 .081 .064 1-1-2-2 11.703 .0031 .0087 
6-6-2-2 1-11-2-g 
0-6-0-0 7.237 .081 .064 5-1-0-0 13.628 .0021 .0035 
6—9—1—0 4-12-0-0 
0-3-1-2 7.246 .056 .063 2—0—2—2 13.834 .0011 .0029 
6-9-0-1 2—12—0—2 
0-3-2-1 7.246 .056 ,053 4-0-2-0 14.797 .0009 .0016 
4-11-1-0 2-12-2-0 
2-1-1-2 7.246 .056 .063 4-0-0-2 14.797 .0009 .0016 
4-11-0-1 1-12-2-1 
2-1-2-1 7.246 .056 .063 5-0-0-1 15.454 .0005 .0015 
6-8-0-2 1-12-1-2 
0-4-2-0 7.979 .034 .046 5-0-1-0 15.454 .0005 .0015 
6-8-2-0 0-12-2-S 
0-4-0-2 7,979 .034 »046 6-0-0-0 22.578 .0001 .0005 
2-11-1-2 
4-1-1-0 8.209 ,021 .043 
It should be observed that the previously noted ten­
dency for Px2 to underestimate P^jdoesn't exist throughout 
most of the range ,001$ E^2$^.100 in example 6, However, the 
agreement is still quite satisfactory. Example 6 was 
exceptional in this change of relationship and was also the 
highest ordered contingency table considered. The investi­
gation was not carried far enough to demonstrate this, but 
perhaps the order has reached the point where the approxi­
mation becomes (juite good with no bias either way. 
In order to illustrate the agreement between 
figures 1, 2 & 3 have been drawn. As in our previous 
discussion, attention should be confined to ,001^  .100. 
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! .OOO? 0.«300 
0.800 
O.TOO 
O-GOO 
0.400 
0.300 
O.ZOO 
lOO 
090 
080 
OTO 
OGO 
04-0 
o.qzq LEC^END 
iNi; = T= 8 
E^acf 
Tabulor probcibi!ity 
O.OIO 
o.oo<? 
0.c>08 
0.007 
0.006 
0.005 
0.004. 
O.OQ5 
10 : !2 
1. Oomparisori of exact aricL 
Squa,re prbbaliili^t 
Chi-
1. 
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1 .OOO 
O.'^ OO 
0.800 
O.TOO 
0.(2>00 
0.500 
0.4-00 
0.300 
0.200 
O. 1 OO 
0.0«?0 
0.060 
0.070 
Ovoeo 
0.050 
0.040 
0.030 
o.ozo 
0.010 
0.00<;? 
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probabilities for example & 4. 
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The examples which have been presented in this study 
gim evidence thjat the close agreement between the tabular 
and the esaot chi-sqaare probabilities^ noted by other 
investigators for expected values as low as 2, continues to 
exist when these numbers are even as low aa 0«5« iThis con­
clusion was based on formalas that are especially designed 
to handle just tlie types of saraplinp distribat ions that 
exist in irradiation research. Whenever siinplifications 
were introduced into these formulas, the size of the error 
eomraitted was measured. It was pointed out earlier that chi-
square is especially designed to help answer Just the kinds 
of questions that need to be answered frosi irradiation d.ata. 
For these reasons, it is logical to conclude that we 
may apply the ehi-squaxe test to irradiation data and use 
the tabular chi-aquare probabilities with reasonable con­
fidence that we are getting out of the data all the valid 
inforaation that it is possible to get with the statistical 
Eftethods now knomi. 
It is suggested that one keep in mind the tendency of 
the tabular probabilities to over-estimate significance. 
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lY. im>EHIME5rif.L 
(a) Materials and Methods. 
j?he esperiment to be carried on with this study was 
planned to include: three metal targets, two dosages with 
each target, and twenty-four specific loci. Mew data were 
to "be collected on visible mutations. Since the time 
aTailable for this study was too short to produce sufficient 
data in all of these classifications, some of them are 
omitted in this paper. 
a?he following stocks of females were n^intained: 
p 
go ee C7 ot TM i car bb -f- + 
Sc. V Clb -f- + * 
(E) -i- Jt- al dp b pr c px sp ru h th st cu sr e^ oa jh_ . 
•h al Cy Its ap Mel Sbc eS + ' 
(3) ru h th st cu sr e^ oa -f- • and, 
•f- + (satae) 
-±. -±- ?jel Sbo e^  
4- + ru n tk st cu sr e^ ca + 
Hormal males from a line which had been inbred for 
several generations were x-rayed at twenty-four hours, or 
less, of age. These drosophila were irradiated with a gas-
type x-ray tube of Wycoff and Logsdin'a (19S0) general 
design, a description of which has been presented by Pinney 
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(1939), Tiie targets were the pure metals: silver, copper, 
and chromitun. She particular x-rays were filtered heavily 
"by a window of palladium for the silver target, nickel for 
the copper target, and alxaninum for the ehromiuia target. 
She thickness of this window adjusted to absorb 60 per­
cent of the irradiation. 
The peak kilovoltage across the tube was different for 
the different metals — 56.0 for Ag., 39,6 for Cu., and 
34,3 for Or. — as measured by a 10 cm, sphere gap, The 
current through the tube during the irradiations was held 
constantly at IE,5 milliamperes, The beam intensity at the 
time of irradiation was measured either by a small 
ioniaation chamber or by a Victoreen dosimeter. This 
ionization chamber was constructed in our machine shop 
after a design by L, E, Pinney based upon the general plan 
of Taylor. The dosimeter was checked frequently with the 
ionization chamber both for accuracy and for the absorption 
of the particular rays in the capsule housing the test 
chamber. 
The ionization readings for the different metals were 
corrected for a temperature of 20° 0, a barometer reading of 
74 cm., and the loss of radiation due to the amotint absorbed 
in the 5.5 cm, layer of air between the surface of irradi­
ation and the volume giving the ionization current. 
The linear absorption coefficient for the male 
drosophila was determined for each at the three wave-lengths 
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uaed. iPhe sperm storage organs are foimd throughout the 
ahdomen, but, for the purposes of x-ray dosage, average 
approximately the mid-position. She energy incident to the 
sperm is also corrected for this loss of x-rays as they 
pass into the body of the fly. I'hese corrected readings 
are those presented in the tables. 
It is essentially true that for a constant thiclmesa 
of biological material the fraction of the incident dosage 
absorbed by the material is a constant for a given wave­
length of irradiation. Expressing that fact mathematically, 
we have the farailiar differential e<iuatio5:^ 
dl » dx, 
where I = unabsorbed dosage and dx is the unit of thick­
ness used. 
If we let Iq » incident dosage^ it easily follows that 
log ^  
W© have determined the ratio ©X5)erimentally in this 
manner: a fly was pressed firmly over the window of the 
ionization chamber and then irradiated, 2?he dosage incident 
upon the fly and that passing entirely through the fly were 
measured. When the latter was expressed as a fraction of 
the former, a measure of was obtained. The average of 
 ^- ussfl 
several such trials gave the estimate of I© ^ 
results of this investigation are summarized as follows; 
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for copper, = .513; 
for silver, s .894; and 
lo 
T 
for ciiromixua, -=- « .245. 
lo 
I 
These estimates were used to plot log-:r against an 
-••o 
arbitrary horizontal scale of depth as indicated in figtire 
4. Logarithms to the base 10 wore used because they are 
more convenient and only differ from logarithms to the base 
e toy a factor 2.3026, which does not affect the use we hare 
Baade of figure 4. From this figure we ostiraate that the 
percentages of the initial irradiations that are actually 
incident upon the sperm are 94.4, 72,5, and 49.5 for silver, 
copper, and chromium respectively. These coefficients were 
used to make the corrections for absorption in the fly. 
The average effective wave-length of the x-rays for 
the different metals, under the conditions of this investi­
gation was determined by absorption experiments through 
successive sheets of aluminum, 0.1308 mm, and 0.0072 mm, in 
thickness. The results of these testa showed the average 
effective wave-length of the irradiation to be as follows; 
Ag., 0.7A , Ou., 1,5A , and Or., 2.1 to 2.2 A • 
The male drosophila which had been x-rayed under the 
above conditions were then loated to virgin females from 
one of the four stocks described. (These were all single-
pair matings). Whenever a mutation was believed found. 
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Fig. 4. Practibn of dosage incident upon the sperm. 
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tills fly was mted bacfe to an appropriate stock. Due to 
the high percentage of sterility foxmd in irradiation 
experiments, these progeny tests freqttsntly produce no 
offspring. Thoss ixra tat ions which were verified "by progeny 
tests appear under the heading "t"; the others sere classed 
tinder "c" when the identification was considered quite 
likely to be correct. 
Under fortunate oircumstances, the progeny test also 
furnishes a test for a deficiency, Since mny of our 
mutations are not classifiable as "deficient" or Tion-
deficient", we have not made that distinction in our data. 
(B) Results. 
The data obtained in this ezperiment are presented in 
the tables below. In connection with this esqjerlment, 
records were kept of the taean hatch per bottle. 3?hesa 
results based on those bottles that hatched at least one 
fly are gi^en in table 6. 
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Tattle 4. Smamary tiy target, dosage, & chrsmosome. 
Cltromosome 
I>ose Loci 
Target {r Units) eacamiBod y 
Cu 
3 
Or 
« 
Ag 
n 
s6z& 
7S60 
3475 
4950 
3776 
4720 
£2; 161 
9,g30 
70EO 
SS9? 
3fat0 T+c 
9 .00GS89 
10 .00107 
0 0 
2 .oooais 
a .000677 
12 
16 
1 
8 
rate 
.00GS20 
.00171 
,000142 
.00125 
4 .00138 
Looi 
eraminedi T 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1591 
8531 
3416 
Jaljle 5A. Smaiaary of specific mtations on chroffioaoias I. 
Cu 3625 
Loci 
Metal and Dosage 
OXL 7250 
Loci 
loous esamine^  V rate T-H3 rate ezaminad "7 rate T-#-c 
86 2504 1 .000299 2 .000799 1019 2 .00196 2 .0( 
eo It 2 .000799 4 .00160 tf !:• .000981 2 wO< 
e-sr « 1 .000399 2 .000799 » 0 'O'••••••; 0 
ct. If i .000399 3 .00120 n 5 .00491 8 .01 
V n 2 .000799 4 .00160 ft 1 .000981 2 .01 
f n 1 .000399 1 .000399 n 0 •••• 0 0 
oar 1 .000399 2 .000799 w 1 .000981 2 .0! 
Totals 17,528 9 .000512 18 .0010S7 7,119 10 .00140 16 .0< 

age, & chrsmosoiae. 
Chromosome 
II III 
loci IiOOi 
rate e::^ mined Y rate v+c rate ezamiasd V rato r+o 
' .0G0S2G 465'!' 0 0 1 .000214 15.436 3 .000194 8 
• .00171 1691 0 0 0 0 5,996 2 .000334 5 
. ,000142 8331 2 .000240 7 .000840 7478 1 ,000134 4 
I .00125 75?ev 1 .000132 5 .000660 6760 3 .000444 4 
wi» 4412 0 0 S .000680 4389 0 0 5 
= .00135 3416 0 0 2 .000585 4005 1 .000250 5 
yat€ 
.0008 
.0005 
.0006? 
.0011^  
.0G12g 
3 on charomosoiaQ I. 
SetaX and Dosage 
CTI 7250 Cr 4950 
Loci i  Loci 
^uained rate TN-e rat© examiaed •f rate T-N? rate 
1019 2 .00196 1 2 .00196 667 0 0 0 0 
If 1 .000981 2 .00196 n 0 0 2 .00300 
VI 0 0 0 t f  0 0 0 0 
U 
.5 .00491 i  8 .00785 ft 2 .00300 5 .00750 
ft 1 .000981 .1  2  0^0196 «t  0 0 1 .00150 
n 0 V" • I 0 0 Tl 0 0 0 0 
I t  1 .000981 .00196 w 0 0 0 0 
7,119 10 .00140 \ 16 .00224 4669 2 .000428 8 .00171 
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lEable SB. Summary of specific niatations on chromosome II, 
Metal and Dosage 
Ox 2475 Gr 4950 
loci Loci -
locus examined V rate v+c rate examined V rate TffQ rate 
al 1843 1 .00054 2 .00108 1638 0 0 0 0 
dp 929 0 0 1 .00108 860 0 0 ' 1 .00116 
pr n 0 0 2 .00216 t* 0 0 1 .00U6 
G It 1 .00108 2 .00216 11 1 .00116 2 .00232 
pz n 0 0 0 0 « 0 0 1 .00116 
sp 1843 0 0 1 .00054 1638 0 0 0 
1 
0 
Totals 7402 8 .00108 6716 
t 
5 .000744 
Table 50. Summary of imitations at specific loci on ; chromosome I 
Metal and Dosage • 
Cu 3625 Gu 7260 
Loci Loci i 
locus examined Y rate v+c rate examined ^^ 6 ! V+0 rate 
ru 2062 0 0 0 0 799 0 0 2: .00250 
h If 0 0 0 0 n 1 .00125 1 .00125 
st It 1 .000485 2 .000970 n 0 • 0 i 0 0 
sr « 1 .000485 1 .000486 II. 0 0 0 0 
IS 2641 1 .000379 2 .000757 944 0 0 0 0 
ca 2062 0 0 1 .000485 799 1 .00125 .00250 
Totals 12,951 3 .000232 6 .000463 4939 2 .000405 5 ,00101 

fic niatatious on chromosome II. 
Metal and Dosage 
Cr 4950 
iioci 
rate examined • rate rate 
.00108 1638 0 0 0 0 
,00108 860 0 0 ' 1 .00116 
,00816 ti 0 0 1 .00U6 
,0.0216 tl 1 .00116 2 .00232 
0 n 0 0 1 .00116 
00054 1638 • 0 0 0 j 0 
,00108 6716 
! 
i 5 .000744 
mutations at specific loci on ; chromosome II. 
Metal and Dosage * 
Ctt 7E60 I Cr 4950 
IiOCi : Loci 
rate examined V rate i TT+ C rat© e:^mined TT rate T+C rat© 
0 799 0 0 1 2 .00250 787 0 0 0 0 
0 n .00125 1 1 .00125 n 0 0 0 0 
000970 0 0 1 0 0 n 1 .00127 2 .00254 
000485 ft 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 
000757 944 0 0 0 0 1638 2 .00122 2 .00122 
000485 799 1 >00125 i ,2 .00250 787 0 0 0 0 
000463 4939 8 ;000405 
i 
1 ^ .00101 5573 3 .000538 4 .000718 

-si­
zable 6. Average nmabers of flies per bottle 
among those bottles hatching. 
Average 
number 
Type of 
mating 
flies per 
bottle and 
s. e. 
Effective 
Doaage 
(r imits) 
+ x(l) 172+ 18.64 0 
641 5.84 3625 
20±3.68 7250 
52 ±10.74 2475 
32 ±4.66 4950 
40+ 5.78 4720 
8* 7552 
4-x(2) 80i 22.10 0 
46 ± 12.11 3625 
11 + 1,40 7250 
^^ 2475^ 2^) 51 £ 21. 70 2475 
18+4,25 4950 
'^ 4^7E0^  ^^ ^ 24 ±6.00 4720 
•^ S7552X(E) 8* 7552 
Ag944oXf2) 4* 9440 
Hhx(3) '7?'* 0 
32± 8.88 3625 
9±2.73 7250 
Regression 
coefficient 
(C) 
-0.6444 
-0.7378 
-0.8608 
-0.594E 
-0.6543 
-0.6894 
-0.6468 
* Based on only one set of bottles. 
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V. AMLYSIS OF THE DATA 
The data of the previous section can be made to furnish 
evidence regarding certain questions which are of interest 
in irradiation research. Some of these questions are; (l) 
Are there probably differential rates of mutation at 
different gene-loci? (8) la the relation between dosage 
and the number of mutations produced linear for a particular 
wave-lei^th? (3) After due allowance is made for differen­
ces in absorption, does wave-length make any appreciable 
difference in ma tat ion rate? (4) In so far as the sets of 
genes used in this study are representative of their res­
pective chromosomes, what evidence is there in our data of 
differential rates of mutation among the first three chromo­
somes? (6) Does the evidence in table 6 indicate that the 
type of mating or of irradiation maSies any material difference 
in the amount of sterility produced by a particular dosage of 
radiant energy? 
To obtain evidence on these questions, we shall derive 
from them hypotheses which then become the "base-lines" from 
which the variation in the data is measured. If these 
deviations are too great to be reasonably assignable to 
random sampling variation, we say that they are significant 
and that the hypotheses probably have not taken into account 
all the sources of non-random variation. The chi-square test 
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is the means shall use to conqsare this "residual" 
variation with that which could arise from saaipling 
fluctuations. 
V/e can get some infonaatlon on the first two questions 
by setting up these tv?o hypotheses: (l) Under a given type 
of irradiation, the probability of observing a mutation on 
a single random obaervafcioa is the aarne for all the loci 
we are considering, and (2) the probability of a particular 
matation under a given dosage d is ^  of that under a dosage 
of M. 
In table 7{A) we have presented a comparison of obser­
vation and expectation ou the basis of these hypotheses. 
Table 7(A), i'est of stated hypotheses for sex-liaked 
genes and copper irradiation, using "v" frequencies. 
so ec ev ot 
Dosage cbs. esp. obs, exp. obs. esrp. obs. esp. 
362S i 1.50 2 1.50 1 1,50 1 1.60 
7S50 S 1.22 1 1.82 0 1.22 5 1.22 
V f car 
Dosage obs. exp. obs. ezp. obs. esp. 
3625 2 1.50 1 1.50 1 1.50 
7250 1 1.22 0 1.22 1 1.22 
Ihe expected numbers were calculated as follows. At 
each of the seven gene-loci there were 2504 observations 
under a dosage of 3625 r units, and 1019 observations under 
a dosage of 7250 r units. Then if we let ^  our estimated 
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probability of a mutation at a particular locus and under 
26Z& r of copper irradiation, we mat have 
7(2504) p-t-7{l019){2p) « 19, 
the observed number of mutations. This requires that 
^ • .000598. Then if 2504 observations were made on a 
particular locus, we would eapeet (mathematically) to have 
observed {,000598) (2504) « 1,50 mutations at that locus. 
This ohi-square iis said to have 13 degrees of freedom 
( - d. f.) because but 13 of the 14 expectations we used 
(or 13 or 28 possible using the non-mutation classification 
too) can differ from the corresponding observed numbers 
arbitrai'ily. One degree of freedom was lost by insisting 
on a total of 19 mutations in both cases. 
The probability associated with this chi-sq.uare is 
- G.25; that is, about one time in four the deviations 
from Si^eotation would give rise to a chi-square at least 
this large if the hypotheses from which the expected values 
were obtained fitted the population being sampled exactly. 
We would say that the sampling data of table 7A have not 
cast dofubt on our two hypotheses, These hypotheses are 
then supported in a negative sort of way. 
In our illustrative example in section III, we used the 
observed data in the lower half of table 7A and obtained a 
Using we obtain • 15,937 
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probability, P^g = 0.055, on the hypothesis that differential 
mutation rates did not exist. This probability is essen­
tially at the wea&est level of significance usually accepted; 
so there would be some evidence that the variation left 
unaccounted for by the ^^lypothetis used was too great to be 
ignored. It is easy to see from table 7A that most of the 
discrepancy between observation and expectation under 7250 
r irradiation came at one locus, "ct". For 3625 r irradiation 
this same locus is not at all out of line with the rest. It 
is possible that the question of differential mutation rates 
has different answers for different dosage levels. If we were 
sure of our second hypothesis, ?/e would feel that the larger 
body of data in table 7A was more reliable than that in 
section III and (with a vow to get more data on this point) 
would conclude that maybe the results found in the small 
sample "just happened". 
Table 7(B). Same as 7(A) but using the (v-f-c) 
frequencies, 
ac ec or ct 
Dosage obs. exp, obs, exp. obs. esp. obs. exp. 
3625 2 2.68 4 2.68 2 2.68 3 2.68 
7250 2 2.18 2 2.18 0 2.18 8 2.18 
• f oar 
Dosage obs. ezp. obs. esp. obs. exp. 
3625 4 2.68 1 2.68 2 2.68 
7250 2 2.18 2 2.18 2 2.18 
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We find: p s 001069, = EE.866, and d.f. = 13 by 
above described methods. The probability associated with 
this chi-square is P^2 " 0.05. This test is not independent 
of the previous two, but it does add to the growing belief 
that the rate of mutation at "ct" is somewhat different from 
that of the other loci. 
Table 8. Test of same hypotheses as above but 
for second chromosome genes and chromium irradi­
ation (using v+c frequencies). 
al dp pr 
Dosage obs. exp. obs. exp, obs« exp» 
2475 2 1.15 . 1 0.56 2 0.56 
4950 0 2.04 1 1.07 1 1.07 
c px sp 
Posage obs. eisp, obs. exp. obs. esp. 
2475 2 0.56 0 0.56 1 0.56 
4950 2 1.07 1 1.07 0 2.04 
Extending the above methods to take aecotint of unequal 
A 2 
numbers of observations, we obtain p « .000624, X « 9.568, 
d.f. » 11, and = 0.57. Thus no doubt is cast upon the 
hypothesis of equal mutation rates for these genes. 
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Talale 9, Obaerved and expected mmbers of mutationa 
for first ohromosome genes and chromiiun radiation, 
using (7+c) frequencies, 
so 60 ov ct 
Dosage obs. axp. obs. exp. obs. exp. obs. exp. 
tv^c) ° ^ ® ® 
7 f car 
©osaga obs. ea^j. obs, exp, obs. exp, 
1 1,14 0 1.14 0 1.14 
Proceeding as before, we find that ^  « .00171, 
= 18.279, d.f. = 6, & = .0077. Xhis indicates that 
such a large chi-square as this would very rarely appear 
with random samples of this type if one were sampling from 
a population in which the probability of a mutation being 
observed v?as the same for all seven of these loci. We 
again note that the locus "ct" is largely responsible for 
this unusual chi-square. V7e see that » 13,070 
of the 18.S79 obtained as caae from the discrepancy 
between observed and es^jected at this locus, v/e had a 
different metal and a dosage of 4950 r units on these flies 
Shis makes it appear likely tiiat the rate of mutation at 
"ot" Hiay be greater than at the other six of our first 
chromosome genes at least if one is using a fairly heavy 
dosage. Unfortunately, we do not have other data on the 
behavior of "ct" under other dosages below about 4000 r; 
so we can not give more evidence on the possibility of an 
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interaction betwa&a dosage and oaitatiGn rate. HoweTer, the 
4950 and 7E50, which both sliswed a higher rate at "ct^', are 
far enough apart to reake the possibility of an interaction 
effect q.uite remote. 
To auHBiarize our evidence on the first two questions 
we can say that: (l) we have no evidence against the 
hypothesis that the effect of a particular dosage is 
directly propoi'tional to its size, hut (E) our data do cast 
doubt 021 the assiimption of esjual mutation rates at all the 
loci on a chroaiosome (as represented "by our sets) but such 
a possibility of different rates is confined to one locus, 
"ct". 
The usefulness of the chi-square test becomes par­
ticularly striking in regard to the influence of v?ave-length 
on mutation rate. V7e have unequal dosages at the different 
wave-lengths, The only way one could treat this by normal 
theory would be by regression. If that were atterapted, 
several possible som'oes of error and misinterprstation 
exist; {!) in view of the unequal numbers of observations 
one would use the nmtation rates_,and their distribution is 
unknown. Moreover, if these rates were used as percentages 
and a square root transforiaation applied, they would be so 
near zero that the validity of that analysis would be very 
doubtful* (8) the regression theory is not knov?n when one 
is using means (like the imitation rates) of numbers dis­
tributed in a Poisson manner. (3) the covarianoe analysis 
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whieh would finally result would lack euougli degrees of 
freedom to sJ^low uracil to be shovm. 
In treating this question by a chi-aquare test, we 
shall have to form some hypotheses. It is logical to assume 
that wave-length has no effect on mutation rate for a given 
dosage, and that will he the hypothesis tested. Since our 
previous analyses have cast no doubt on the hypothesis that 
imitation rate is proportional to dosage within a given wave­
length, we shall assume that this is true. Froa the data 
of table 4 and upon the basis of these assuii5>tions 7;e have 
derived the contents of tables 10 and 11. 
Table 10. Comparison of wave-lengths using (v) 
frequencies and aex-linked mutations. 
Wave- (1) 
length Dosage 
0.74A(Ag) 4720 
1.54AfGu) 3526 
7E50 
E.l to 2.EA 4950 
(Or.) 
(2) 
loci {l)x{2) Mutations 
examined total obs. ezp. 
2955 .07072 2 1.6 
23,161 .4248 9 9.8 
9,SS0 .3430 10 7.9 
6^ 397 .1606 2 3.7 
lotala ES 33 
Since we are assuming that the effect of the rays is pro­
portional to the dosage incident upon the sperm, and since 
the number of rautations observed is surely proportional to 
the number of loci estamined, the munber of "units" effective 
in producing the mutations observed under any mve-length is 
the product of (X) and (E) in table 10, 2hen upon the basis 
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of our hypothesis as to the wave-lengths, this product 
divided hy the total atunoer of "tinitg'' that combined to 
p-^oducs the 23 mutatioas gives the proportion of those 23 
expected in each class* 
We obtain from table 10= 1.443» d»f. = 5^ and find 
that Px2 ^  0.68« iPhis probability leads to the conclusion 
that our hypotheses have accounted for the observed 
variation quite well. (Phis doesinot verify the hypothesis; 
this san-ple just doesnbt give any ovidenee against the 
hypothssea wo used. 
In tfefole 11, we have done the same analysis for third 
chrociOsoiAe/ genes. 
Tabl$ 11. Comparisons of wave-lengths, using (v) 
frequencies on the third chromosome. 
(1) {2} 
Wave­ loci (l)x(2) Mutations 
length Dosage dmMned Total obt3. espf 
0.?4a(Ag) 4720 4005 ,1110 1 1,U 
1.54AfOu3 3625 15,436 .S2S6 3 3.29 
7250 5,996 ,2553 2 £.55 
2.1 to 2, 2A 2475 7,478 ,1087 1 1.09 
(Or.) 4S50 6,760 .1965 3 1»96 
totals 10 10 
*!Pwo dscimals sere used to get a total of 10. 
Prom thi£5 table, =r 0,700, d.f. = 4 and a 0.96, which 
confirms the concltisions from table 10. 
In order to give the coiiparisons above, and some mjre, 
graphically \m have used regression theory to obtain figures 
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5,5, & 7. These graphs were drawn on the asaumption that 
the trae theory was not enough different from the normal 
theory to destroy the usefulness of these graphs entirely. 
The figures were drawn with "fraction not mutating" as 
the dependent irariahle. This was done to make them corres­
pond to the usual survival type of regression. 
No sampling value existed in our data for zero dosage, 
so we used 1.0000 on the vertical when dosage was zero. 
This is not a 3an5>ling point and our regression liOELst be 
adjusted for this. Let 
y a a  +  b  a n d  d e t e r m i n e  o n e  c o n s t a n t  b y  
the requirement that when x = 0, y = 1; the other, "by Least 
Squares, We obtain from the first condition 
1 a a-t-b (-X) and a » bS+1 
Then we have to apply the Least Squares criterion to 
5 -1.1 -
In the usual manner we find that 
S(xy} bSCx^) - 3(s) - 0; hence 
b • s(^ ) 
3f^) 
The regression equation in this ciraumstance is 
y = bx'+'l* 
This line does not pass through (t, y), and the sum of the 
errors of estimate is not sero. In general, this regresslGS. 
equation does not lead to the Least Squares theory which is 
basic to the analysis of covariacGe. 
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It is interesting to note that the conolusions one 
would drav/ from figuros 5,6, & 7, if he disregarded their 
lack of theoretical 'bacte'^romid, are generally in aeooxd 
with those v;e obtained through ehi-gqtiare. 
As regards the fourth question proposed, we can secure 
a qiiite adequate cosrparison of the rates of mutation on the 
different chroaosoaea if two assumptiona are made; (1} that 
the sets of genes we have observed are equally repi'ssentative 
of their respective chroTnosomes, and (2) that the diffsrencss 
which some of the research indicates might eaiist between 
different stocks do not spoil our comparisoaK. 
By means of tahle 12, we shall laake a contingfcncs' 
table teat of the hypothesis that genes in I &: in III are 
subject to the sanie basio probability of imitating. 
Table 12. A Bs3 contingency table on 
dosage and chromosonie, 
Ougggg 0U7260 Cr4g£0 
obs. exp. obs. exp. obs. exp, 
I 19 16,2 16 12.8 8 5,S 
III 8 10.8 5 8.2 4 6.2 
We obtain the expected values by using table 4. for 
3625 r uiiita of copper irradiation on first ohroiaosoms 
genes, there were 22,161 observations. On the third ehroiao-
some, there were 15,436 observations on thii? type of 
irradiation, fhen if both ohromosomes ^::re subject to the 
same prob&biiity of mutation 23,161p 15,436p » S7« This 
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Pig. 5. Comparison of wave-lengths as they affect mutation 
rates on third chromosome (used "v" mutations). 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of wave-lengths as they affect mutation 
rates on third, chromosome (used v+c mutations). 
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Pig. 7. Oomparison of wave-lengths as they affect mutation 
rates on first chromosome (used v+c). 
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gives ^  ss.000699; and ,000699 x B3,161 = 16«£ gives the 
expeoted num'ber oi laatations tmdei* our hypothesis. 
?i/e find by the asuiil methooa that = 4,8?4; d.f. a 5, 
and ~ 0.18. Shis sissed <?,hi-;3quar0 ox largsr wo old he 
expected to appear in randoa sampling from the population 
we have specified more than one tlnie in five; so ws do not 
consider that our hypothesis was iaadeouate to explain the 
observed variation*. Unless stook differences were can­
celling differential rates of mutation^ we have to conclude 
that there ia no reaaon to bslieve that these two chromo­
somes have different siatation rates, as pointed out 
previously, this assumea that these sets of genes are represen­
tative of their rsspective chromosomes. 
(There is one aore type of information that we can derive 
from our data and that concerns ta'ole 6. Jhere is no reason 
to suppose that the average numbers of flies per bottle are 
not approsirGaately norsaally diatsributed; so v;e shall sssiuae 
that this is the case. 
It is clear tiaat non-random variations among the aveajage 
numbers of flies per bottle could arise from three sources? 
dosage applied, wave-length of rays^ and type of female used 
in the niating^ Such differences as are caused by the 
different doaages are of a regression nature; we know they 
exist and only wish to adjust for them. 
Considering the fact that our regression lines depend 
on only three points and that different sizes and spaeings 
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of dosages exist among the thi'se wave-lengths, it does not 
seem practical to employ a covariance analysis on these data 
at least without first drawing the regression lines to see 
what sized errors of estimate exist. 
The data v^ill "be fitted by linear regression lines and 
this linearity tested where it appears necessary. 
When there are fixed but unequal spacings of the inde­
pendent variable we can obtain the regression lines this way. 
Let « 0, 3^ » a, and s o; and, let the corresponding 
values of y be y^^, yg, and yg. It then follows that 
X ~ , Sfx - x}^ "ST E/3(a^+ - ac), 
S (x - x)y - 1/3^20 - a)y_+ (Ea - ojy^ - (a-f-o)y.] 
and b = l2o - b.)jz+ (aa - e)yR - (a-Kc)yj, , 
4- — ac) 
For the sake of convenience, we have adopted 5000 r as the 
unit for x. We then obtain these more specific forms for b, 
corresponding to the different ^ve-lengths: 
(1) for copper, a s 0»7E5, o = 1.450, and 
b = 0,6895{y3 - yi); 
(2) for silver, a » 0.944, c = 1.510, and 
-jj jj. 2.076y3-+- .378y2 - 2.454y3^ 
for those matings to (1) femles; and, 
(3) for chromium, a » 0.495, c = 0.990, and 
b « 1,0101(73 - yi)i, 
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In the data of our experiment, the y's are the corcoaon 
logarithms of the mean numbers of flies per bottle, V7hen 
these are used in the shove relations, we obtain the 
regression coefficients given in table 6, ezcepting silver 
under mating (2) where there are four points to be fitted. 
This case is treated in a manner exactly analogous to that 
above. 
In figures 8, & 10, we have presented some of the 
graphic coraparisoris that can be !3iade afnong the three mve-
lengths and the three types of feisales used, 
Ihe regression line for silver in figure 8 looks as if it 
might differ significantly from the other two. ilhe regression 
equations for copper and silver (the jaost divergent pair) are 
respectively: 
(3) 1,7809 - .6444fx-.'/25), and 
(4) S = 1.580E - .8608(x-,818). 
Substituting into these equations the values a 0, 
xg = 0.725, Xg r 1.450 for copper; and, = 0, Xg = 0.944, 
xg « 1.510 for silver, we get the estisiated values of y. 
Table 13. Comparison of regression coefficients 
for copper and silver. 
obs. 
copper 
e^. (7-9) obs. 
silver 
fy-f) (y )  (y) (y )  
2.236 2.246 -0.012 2.236 2.284 -.048 
1.806 1,781 0.025 1.602 1.472 .130 
1.301 1.314 -0.012 0.903 0.985 -.082 
•Total 0 Total 0 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of wave-lengths as they affect average 
hatch per bottle when males matecL to class (1) females. 
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Fig. 9. Affect of wave-length on mean hatch when females 
of ah class (2) used. 
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Fig. 10, Effect of different stocks on mean hatch under 
copper radiation. 
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5'or copper, Sfy-y)^ s ,00094; and for silver, 3(y~y)^ « 
•02593. Hence the pooled sara of squares of the errors of 
estimate is 0,02687. fiach sm of squares has 1 d. f. and 
we find that the standard error of the difference of the 
two regression coefficients is 'J/2( .02687) » 0.209, Then 
t 5 .i§608_-^^6^ ^  which is a very ordinary t 
for 2 d, f. 
The usual test of the linearity of regression shows 
that this assiimption is justified. 
It is a general feature of the groups of lines in 
these graphs that they rtua essentially parallel to each 
other and, for the most part, near together. There seems 
little doubt, though, tliat the type (1) females are superior 
to the others in producing offspring, This checks with the 
genetic fact that these females carry fewer recessive genes 
than the other two stocks. 
Summariaing the analyses we have made, we have these 
conclusions: 
(1) The hypothesis that differential mutation rates 
do not exist is doubtful for a set of genes with 
the "ct" locus included. It is conceivable that 
the level of the dosage may have a bearing on this 
subgeet, 
(2) There is no evidence in our data to cast doubt on 
the assumption that mutation rate is directly 
proportional to dosaga. 
{3) Wq have no evldeacs of different rates of mutation 
among the first thrae chromosomes^ 
{4} It appears to be quite likely that x-rayed males 
produce aore offspring ;vhen msited to type (1) 
females than when mated to either other type. 
(5) 2he relation between dosage and log (mean hatoh) 
is probably linear. 
It should be kept in mind that it is not known hov/ many 
of these conclusions are valid for trae» visible gene 
imitations. 
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VI, AMIYSSS OF ALLIED DA'Sk, 
•The literature on irradiation experimentation contains 
a large number, of sets of data wiiioli bear on this study. A 
few of these data haire been analysed by tho clil-sqmarQ method 
for the purpose of showing what kinds of inforrtiation these 
samples hold on certain subjects of interest in this type of 
research. 
She data selected for analysis pertain to these subjects 
fl} reverse mutation rates; 
(2) continuous versus interrupted administration of the 
x-ray dosage; 
(3) the effectiveness of iisat in producing sex-linked 
lethala in both mle and feiaale drosophila; 
f4) same as (S) but referred to true, visible mutations 
on the ssx-ehromoaome; and, 
(5) differential mutation z^tas ascong diffsrsnt species 
of drosophila. 
Three analyses have been made on the data of table 14* 
All v^ere concerned with differential aratation rstas, but 
three hypotheses were tested. 'Ihoso wero: (a) that the 
probability of a gene smtation being observed on a single 
random observation of all the loci listed in the table is 
the same at each locus; (b) same at^ (a) except for being 
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confined to aex-linked genes; and (o) same as (a) but 
omitting from consideration four locx which showed no 
reitrerse mutations and were observed cauoh leas frequently 
than the other genes on that chromosome. These hypotheses 
have been indicated by letter only in the following table. 
Table 14. Oomparison of all genes in experiment 
as to rates of reverse mutation (from limofeeff-
Sessovsky). 
Gene 
locus 
y. 
30-'' 
W® 
ec 
CT 
ctS 
f 
Total 
m 
h 
th 
at 
pp 
ou 
39 
sr 
03 
oa 
Grand 
Totals 
lumber 
chromosomes 
examined 
11,781 
17,676 
83,472 
17,676 
6,354 
12,914 
19,268 
12,914 
24.695 
146,750 
16,956 
16»936 
5,681 
16,936 
11^255 
5,681 
11.255 
5,681 
16,936 
5.681 
259,728 
Type & number 
of invasions 
observed 
0 
Sscl— 
IwS —>-f 
0 
lev 
0 
Iv 
5f 
11 
Ih 
0 
0 
2pP 
0 
0 
0 
le9 
-f 
Expected on 
indicated hyi^othesis 
(a) (b) " (c) 
15 
.68 
1,02 
1.S6 
1,02 
.37 
.75 
1.11 
.74 
1.43 
.97 
,98 
.33 
.98 
.66 
.33 
.65 
.33 
.98 
.33 
15.00 
0.9 
1.3 
1.8 
1.3 
0.4 
1.0 
1.4 
1.0 
1.9 
11 
.75 
1.12 
1.49 
1.12 
.40 
.82 
1,22 
.82 
1.56 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
.71 
.71 
UO? 
15.00 
ffor the above hypotheses we have these sets of 
statistical measures: 
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(a) p s .000058, ^  - 23.846, pjg = 
(b) $ = .000075, * 12.861, pjg s 0.11; and, 
(c) p - .OOOOSS, - E0.S20, I^£ - 0.10. 
While none of these -mlues of chi-square is significantly 
large, the hypothesis of equal rates of reverse mutation at 
all loci ia not entirely free from doubt. On the basis of 
what evidence we haire hare, it is entirely possible that some 
non-random variation has been left tmaocGnnted for by oiir 
hypothesis, 'Ihe tests on the different sets of data here are 
not independent, but they all indicate that this amonnt of 
•variation would be foimd among random saasples only about one 
time in eight or nine if there were eoual rates of rsTerse 
nnitatlon at all loci. 
The next set of data to be considered ia from Patterson 
(1931) on continuous versus interrupted adHinistraticn of 
the x-ray dosage. 
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Ta"ble 15. Ooiitinuous versus intarrxipted. administration 
of tlis dosage. 
liiBe Suiaber lJumbsr 
interval of Total flies of lethals 
interruption time in r units tried obs. exp. 
0 16 min. 1654 971 49 60 
12 hr. If H 993 68 61 
6 hrs. 11 H 981 71 61 
0 8 Clin. 2558 518 39 50 
12 hrs. ff n 345 45 34 
0 10 lain. 1234 863 28 31 
24 hrs. tt 1220 876 31 32 
12 " Sf 1281 936 40 34 
8 " ti 1219 856 34 31 
1 hr. n 1220 1014 32 36 
SO rain. tl 1234 962 33 35 
Q 12 hr. radiiim 544 58 57.9 
12 hrs. n tl 452 48 48.1 
In order down the taljle^ tiie regpoctiTe sets of 
atatiatical measures l)eing used are: 
p = .0617, = 3.684, pja » 0.20; f = ,0973. = 5.979, 
= .08; ^  = .0560, s 3.258, pjs = and 1> ~ ,1054, 
= .00038, = *99, 
The two larg^jst scaled tests of the three using x-rays 
indicate no significsnt disorepancy between obS!=?rvation and 
e::^9ctation on the hypothesis that interruption of dosage 
makes no differanoe in its effect in producing lethals. The 
third x-ray ©-vtpei^laent leads to a rather aaiall, "but not 
highly significant P^g. This teat involved the shortest 
time and only two time intervals. 
'Xhe Qxtreraelj olose agreement between observed and 
ezpeeted nurabera in the fourth experiment is logically 
explained by the remarkable steediness of rs,dium irradiation. 
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Although this study was not directly concerned with 
the use of heat in producing nm tations, that is clearly aa 
allied field of research. Buchmaun and limofeeff-Hessovsiky 
have reported an investigation during which they used hoth 
heat and x-rays on each of two stocks of flies. They \?ers 
investigating the production of sex-linked lethals in one 
stock and visible imitations in an attached -x stock. 
Tahle 15. Summry of an investigation of the pro­
duction of sex-linked imitations hy temperature 
shocks (from Buchmann x fimofeeff-Hessovsky 1936) 
lype of 
investigation 
lethals 
(using clh 
method) 
visible 
matations 
(using 
attached 
-z females) 
treatment 
controls 
males 
35-38 C. 
females 
35-38 C. 
males 
x-rayed 
3000 r 
controls 
males 
35-38 G. 
females 
35-38 C. 
males 
x-rayed 
3000 T 
gametes 
examined 
6495 
4635 
7052 
619 
84,015 
88,198 
64,300 
3598 
sex-linked 
imitations 
10 
19 
15 
53 
8 
17 
11 
2Z 
The fact that an x-my dosage of 3000 r does increase 
the mutation rate "beyond both the natural and the heat-
induced rate is clear from these data, so it is useless to 
make a formal test of this. Of more interest is the possi­
bility that the heat treatments might be ineffective. 2o 
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test this we shall aet up the hypothesis that the probability 
of a nRxtation being observed on one random observation is the 
same for heat treatments aa for the control. 
A total of 44 lethals was observed among 18,182 loci 
exarained under the first three classifications of table 16, 
I'hen our best estiaiate of the probability described in our 
hypothesis is p = .00242, ?/e should then expect (mathe­
matically) ; 
6496xp * 15.7 Mutations among the controls; 
46353:;p « 11.S " " " males; and 
7052x^« 17.1 " " " females. 
It is found that ^  « 7.759 and has 2 d.f. Ihen pJe » 0.022, 
indicating a somewhat rare chi-square. She test points to 
the probable existence^of different rates of mutation under 
the three treatments; but the data of table 16 and the con­
tributions made to chi-square by each class make it appear 
logical that if differences do exist, they may lie in one 
class: that having heat-treated males. 
When the data on sex-linked visible mutations are 
examined this same way, we find that ^  « 2.914 and « 0.24. 
These data do not seriously challenge our hypothesis. 
The two tests together do give some evidence that 
mutation rates can be increased by high temperatures, but the 
narrower hypothesis that sex-linked lethals can probably be 
produced in male flies by keeping them at high temperatures, 
is all that is left unchallenged by these data. 
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This conclusion implies that the male and female flies 
are reacting differently to high temperatiires. By assixming 
that they do not, we can test that hypothesis. !i}his is done 
by the following table and calcTilations: 
Table 17. Effect of sex on response to heat 
treatment. 
Type of male female 
mutation obs. exp. oba. exp. Totals 
lethal 19 13.5 16 80.5 34 
visible 17 16.2 11 11.8 28 
Hence = 3.811, d.f, = 2, and P^2 = 0.25, a non-significant 
mlue of chi-sqixare. If one only considers the sittiation for 
2 lethals, X s 3.717, has 1 d.f. and is associated with 
H ,055. This evidence supports the conclusions above, 
but is not an independent check on them. 
The last type of comparison we shall analyse is that 
involving different species of drosophila. The comparisons 
0^ ^ Banebris with. melanog;a3ter^and simulans with melanogaater 
for particular experiments will be made from the information 
in the following two tables: 
Table 18. Comparison of rates of lethal sex-linked 
mutation in the two species ftmebris & melano-
gaster. 
Species B'umber lethals not lethals 
Treatment examined obs. esj). obs. ©xp. 
funebris controls 8869 8 1.8 2857 8867 .2 
x-rayed 1037 84 96.8 953 940 .8 
molano- controls 1837 1 1.8 1836 1835 .8 
gaster x-rayed 731 81 58.2 650 662 .8 
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The expected atunbers of lethals vjotq obtained in the 
usual manner from the hypothesis that the probability of a 
lethal being observed on one obserration of one classifi­
cation (control or s-rayed) of the species, fimebris. is 
the same as it is for that same classification of the 
species, melano^ster. Garr^^ing out the necessary cal­
culations, we find that: 
p for controls » ,000637, 
p^for 2:-rayed flies « .09333; and that = 4.571 with 
2 d.f. The probability of such a sampling chi-square, or a 
larger one, under our conditions, is P^a - 0,11. In so far 
as these san^ling data are accepted as evidence on this 
point, there is little reason to believe that funebris 
differs from melanogaster in either its natural or its 
X-ray-induced rate of mutation to lethals. 
Table 19. Comparison of rates of lethal sex-linked 
siatation of the two species B. simians and D, 
melanogaster. (from Kossikov 1935 
Number lethals not lethals 
Sj)eoies Treatment examined obs. exp. obs. exp. 
simulans controls 1446 12 10.6 1434 1435.4 
x-rayed 842 42 38,0 800 804.0 
melano­ controls 469 2 S.4 467 466,6 
gaster x-rayed 1019 4E 46.0 977 973,0 
On the hypothesis corresponding to that used for table 18, 
we find that; 
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p for controls « .00731; 
p for x-rayed flies » »04514; and that Ig » 1,570 with 
2 d.f. Prom the ohi-square tables, « 0,47; so these 
data give no evidence of differential rates of mutation 
between the species; simulans and ffielano>g;a3ter. for sex-
lin&sd lethal mutations. 
On the basis of the evidence contained in those five 
sets of data, we can draw these conclusionst 
(1) fhere is not evidence in table 14 to cast serious 
doubt on the hypothesis that all those loci are 
subject to the same fundamental rate of reverse 
mutation. 
(2) Interrupted administration of the x-ray dosage 
probably produces the same effect on mutation rate 
as that same dosage applied continuously. 
f3) Only the narrowed hypothesis that heat treatment 
ffiay alter the rste of lethal mutation in male flies 
is unchallenged by the data used, 
(4) There is little reason to doubt the hypothesis that 
the rates of lethal mutation are about the same for 
the three species; D, melanogaster. B. fonebris. 
and D. simulans. 
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YII. Sm??MRT 
Irradiation data involve sampling distributions which, 
are binomial and depend on probabilities less than .01. 
The chi-square test has been shown to be valid for such 
data even when the expected numbers are as low as 0.5, 
whereas it is known that the normal theory breaks down 
under these conditions. 
New data v/ere obtained on visible mutations at nineteen 
loci on the first three chromosomes of Drosophila mela­
noma ster. These data were analysed by the chi-square test 
on the basis of these hsrpotheses: (1) that the genes 
within the sets observed have the same basic mutation rate, 
(2) that the mutation rate at a specific locus is directly 
proportional to the dosage of radiation applied, (3) that 
if the sets of genes used are representative of their 
respective chromosomes, the fundemental rates of mutation 
on those chromosomes are the same, and (4) that for a 
particular gene end a fixed dosage, the wave-length of x-ray 
used does not affect the mutation rate. Our data indicate 
that the first hypothesis is inadequate to explain the 
variation observed when the "ct" locus is among those observed 
but the other hypotheses fit the data quite satisfactorily. 
Other sets of data were analysed by chi-square as 
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illustrations of methodology. These date were on the 
following subjects: (1) continuous versus interrupted 
Ho 
irradiation ( from Patterson,1931), (2) reverse mutetions 
/• • { from Tiraofeeff-Ressovsky,1932) , (3) the production of 
mutations by heat { from Buchmann and Tiiaofeeff-Hessovsky, 
1936^, and (4) comparison of mutation rates among the species 
Drosophila funebris, Drosophlla melanogaster, end Droso-
phila simulans ( from Tiaofeeff-Ressovsky, 1937). 
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